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About This Content

With Eclipse of Nashira, new dangers and opportunities enter the world of Pandora. A new faction shows its face, talking of
peace and friendship while their spies operate behind enemy lines. Nothing is what it seems anymore, as agents conduct covert
warfare of espionage and sabotage, inciting revolts and stealing technologies. At the same time, another alien species native to

the planet has appeared, lurking in the shadows. In order to overcome this new alien menace, the different factions start to
expand beyond the planet's landmass to generate more resources, opening up a new frontier.

As the World of Pandora is about to plummet into chaos by warfare, espionage and hostile alien species, it is up to you to lead
your people and become the ruler of this promised world.

Key Features

Unleash full covert warfare with new Agent units: gather information, steal research, incite riots, and more.

Live through the Eclipse of Nashira; a time when new species rise from the depths and espionage is stronger than ever.

Joining the competition for planetary dominance are The Ambassadors; a brand new faction specialized in diplomacy,
intrigue and sabotage.

Expand your empire beyond the coastlines: Amphibious Formers can build water improvements, harvest new aquatic
flora and even raise landmasses.
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Deploy minefields from orbit to protect key positions and disrupt enemy supply lines.

Enjoy new diplomacy options and a variety of other tweaks and improvements to existing mechanics.
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Title: Pandora: Eclipse of Nashira
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Proxy Studios
Publisher:
Slitherine Ltd.
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Operating System: Windows XP SP2 / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Processor: Intel Core 2 or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.0 compatible with 256 MB VRAM (NVIDIA GeForce 6600 series / ATI Radeon 9500 series)

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,German,Italian,Dutch,French
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This is a great game and I consider myself to be quite picky when it comes to 4X type games. I love the building up of an
empire but dislike games where the combat is too simple.

This game is visually beautiful and when the Eclipse comes the entire landscape darkens adding to the atmosphere of your
empire beings stalked by Pandora's natives. The factions are limited in number (I'd like a few more). The technological
progression is interesting.

The combat is unusually better than the standard one-on-one combat seen in Civ type games for a number of reasons:
1. The unit variety is actually quite large. There are biological units, human ones and mechanical ones. They come in large and
small, terrestrial, aerial and water-based.
2. Customisation multiplies this variety by allowing you to create ranged artillery, offensive, defensive and special-type units.
3. The designers have added a the ability to have combined arms with ranged combat, and to have other friendly units adjacent
to the enemy assist in attack or defense. This is usally overlooked by designers of Civ type games (preumably because it takes
alot of effort to develop) but in my view is a 'must-have".
4. Units can stack, yet there are mechanics which can counter and deter stacking.
5. Then there is the effect of terrain which has an enormous impact on combat. And these effects vary with the type of unit.

It seems to me the developers of this game have gone out of their way to create something that appeals to the tactical and
strategic wargamer, not just the civilisation builder.

This is a fully developed game and I think it is worth the price, the DLC being essential. I would love to see further development
of this game. It is very unusual and very good.
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